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The lack of parking spaces is a big problem at Schofields railway station.

Most of the regular commuters that park near the station must park along the stretch of road that has no kerb on one side. Adjacent is some pasture that bleeds onto the road. The land is uneven and has the occasional muddy ditch that makes parking troublesome.

By as early as 7 AM almost all of the ‘parking’ on this road is gone and you must park far away from the railway station that has stretches of a stone wall on the kerb side this far off. You can only step out and try to dodge incoming traffic that often surprises you as it appears from behind the bend in the road.

We need a new parking lot that is safer and convenient for everyone’s sake that commutes from Schofields station. With even more housing being built in The Ponds area the need for this lot will only grow more dire.

Please act sooner rather than later.

Thank you.